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ABSTRACT
This paper reports the design and first evaluations of new digital support for journalists to discover and examine creative angles on news stories under development. The support integrated creative news search algorithms, interactive creative sparks and reusable concept cards into one daily work tool of journalists. The first evaluations of INJECT by journalists in their places of work to write published news stories revealed that the journalists generated new angles on existing stories rather than new stories, changed their writing behaviour, and reported evidence that INJECT use had the potential to increase the objectivity and the boldness of journalism methods used.
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INTRODUCTION
Journalism involves the search for [3] and critical analysis of information to create news stories and reports. How journalists discover and select sources of this information is important, both to avoid bias and to be credible and trusted. However, discovering and examining information sources takes time – time that journalists increasingly lack as news and media organizations are squeezed by reducing circulations, revenues and staff numbers [29]. As a consequence, many journalists use subsets of available and familiar information sources to create stories in the limited time available. However, this behaviour can reduce the number and diversity of angles used to report news, as well as weaken the role the journalism in democracies [3] because citizens lack enough information to hold the powerful to account.

Journalism is one of the creative industries. Most journalists exhibit professional-level creativity because their news stories generate income and provide a living [14]. However, support for journalist creative thinking is limited. Most content management systems and search engines only have keyword search functions to discover information sources [18], and require journalists already to know and describe the creative angles to investigate. Interactive creativity support tools exist for different creative industries (e.g. [1, 13]), but newsrooms lack the digital support to discover possible creative angles on news stories, i.e. stories that are novel and have value to their organisations, their readers and their democracies [3].

This paper reports new digital creativity support for use by journalists. The tool, called INJECT, integrated natural language processing, creativity search algorithms and interactive creative sparks. To support use by journalists, INJECT was implemented as an Add-on sidebar for the Google Docs text editor often used by journalists, so that its creativity support was visible next to the story being written. The support had the potential to both relieve journalists of a demanding process that is difficult to do well under time pressure, as well as to expand possibilities open to journalists. The next 3 sections summarize the creativity challenges that newsrooms face, report digital creativity support generated in different creative industries, and define creativity in newsroom journalism. The paper then describes INJECT’s interactive creativity support and software architecture, and how the creativity support was designed within the Add-on sidebar’s constraints. It then reports results from first evaluations of the effect of INJECT use on how journalists discovered news stories. It ends with threats to the validity of the early evaluation results, limitations and conclusions, and how INJECT might be deployed more effectively in newsrooms.

RELATED WORK
Surprisingly few studies to inform the design of new digital support for journalists have been reported. Exceptions were the design implications for future tools to discover local news information sources reported in [9], and the Maater system that corrected news misinformation using high-ranking crowd-sourced entries [16]. To workaround the lack of digital tools to support creativity, some journalists have adopted general-purpose ones such as import.to and www.social-searcher.com that keyword-search multiple
social media channels but not news information sources, and present comparative results. However, these tools were neither tailored to support journalist tasks nor provided explicit support for discovering creative angles on stories. Other digital journalism tools have implemented artificial intelligence techniques. For example, the Alchemy API was developed to support journalists to make sense of unstructured natural language data and generate human insights using text analysis and visualization mechanisms. Likewise the NewsReader tool implemented text analysis and artificial intelligence mechanisms to build structured event indexes of large volumes of financial and economic data for decision making from news content [23]. However, none of these tools had capabilities to search information sources to discover possible creative angles on future stories, or to support human creative thinking to examine these angles.

Unlike in journalism, digital creativity support has been implemented for professionals in other creative industries such as the performing arts, music, and film and television [1, 13]. Examples of the digital support include StoryCrate, a collaborative editing tool developed to drive users’ creative workflows within a location-based television production environment [4] and Trigger Shift, which appropriated information Technologies into performance art in theatre [25]. More recent studies have revealed the need to integrate this digital creativity support into daily work practices. Not only does this avoid imposing additional cognitive load on professionals, but it also supports pain-free experimentation [10]. It can also deliver simultaneous productivity and creativity benefits to these professionals [17].

**TODAY’S CRISIS IN JOURNALISM**

The digitalization of the production, distribution and consumption of news has led many news businesses to become uncompetitive [6]. The result has been a decade-long crisis in journalism. Even though this crisis has required news businesses to operate more competitively [24], many work practices have remained unchanged, due in part to the conservative attitudes of journalists [7]. Newsrooms have not adopted many new digital tools, even though the need to discover and examine information from multiple sources had been recognized widely (e.g. [30]).

That said, case studies reveal that journalists are still motivated by opportunities to develop new skills, including new creative skills [19]. Indeed, investigative and visual journalism demand new forms of creative search and association. Computational exploration in journalism increasingly involves creative thinking at the intersection of journalism and data technology. This creative thinking transcends geographical, disciplinary and linguistic boundaries [11]. Multi-skilled journalists have more control over their work and are more creative [33], although the high demands of daily production mean that many have struggled to develop these creative capabilities to their full potential.

Amabile identified that people who are not expert in creativity work need task motivation, domain-specific skills and creativity skills to produce creative outcomes [2]. Whilst most journalists are motivated and have journalism skills, most journalists also lack the creativity skills that are needed [19]. Therefore, inspired and informed by the challenge to design new digital tools for journalists that exploit opportunities to support their development and use of creative thinking skills, a new interdisciplinary collaboration between journalists and computer scientists formed.

The new collaboration developed digital creativity support for newsroom journalists to: R1 discover angles on news stories that are more creative than at present, from more information sources, in order to be more credible and trusted; R2 discover new angles more productively than at present, to be creative with less resources in order to enable their newsrooms to operate more competitively [24]; R3 use the creativity support in their everyday work tools, to encourage more journalists to adopt it, and; R4 learn good creative practices of more experienced journalists, because journalists seek new creative thinking skills [19]. The focus was on support for rather than automation of the work of journalists – journalists using the digital support were still expected to browse news information, discover angles on stories and write stories with these angles. This paper reports the research to achieve requirements R1, R2 and R3, and first evaluations of the new digital creativity support by journalists to investigate 2 research questions.

**REFRAMING JOURNALISM AS LITTLE-C CREATIVITY**

To design the digital support needed by journalists, the collaboration developed a definition of creativity that was specialized to newsroom journalism. Although many journalists engage in professional-level creativity [14], much of their daily work writing news stories can be characterized as little-c creativity – daily activities not perceived to be creative [14], and undertaken by people who are not expert with creativity skills. Therefore, building on established definitions that creativity produces outcomes that are novel and appropriate to the task [27], little-c creativity in newsroom journalism was defined as activities to write news stories that are novel to the journalist and appropriate for publication. Furthermore, to distinguish these activities from straightforward news reporting, the journalist uses his or her creativity skills to generate the knowledge incorporated into the news stories and/or use in the activities to write the news stories, to render the stories novel. This contrasts with traditional news reporting, in which the journalist acts primarily as a stenographer who reports facts as accurately as possible, and does not introduce new knowledge that s/he generates.

For example, a journalist on a local newspaper who reports important facts from a town hall meeting that might be new to the journalist, such as a planning decision, is not engaged in little-c creativity because no creativity skills are used and no new knowledge is generated. In contrast, if the journalist uses creativity skills to generate new knowledge about, for example, a connection between this decision and the busi-
ness interests of a politician, and this new angle is appropriate for publication, then the journalist exhibits little-c creativity in newsroom journalism. Likewise, if the journalist interviews the politician to acquire more information based on the knowledge generated, then s/he is also exhibiting little-c creativity in newsroom journalism.

However, as newsrooms lack the resources [6] to train journalists to acquire creativity skills using traditional methods, a new digital tool was investigated to support newsroom journalists to use simple creativity skills interactively to discover creative angles on news stories more productively using their everyday work tools.

**INJECT’S DIGITAL CREATIVITY SUPPORT**

INJECT is a new digital support tool for individual journalists to discover and examine creative angles on news stories under development. It was built to support human-centred creative cognition [15], in which idea generation about new angles took place concurrently with information search. INJECT searched news information with creative strategies that codified the expertise of experienced journalists. It supported idea generation by presenting the retrieved news information and interactive sparks that codified creativity heuristics. The presented news information and sparks were designed to encourage individual journalists to use and learn simple creativity skills. INJECT was made available to an individual journal as a single sidebar, so that the journalist could start news information searches and generate ideas about new angles next to a new story being written. As such, INJECT did not automate most of the journalist’s work. The journalist still needed to understand and select between recommendations to discover angles, as well as examine, interpret, style and present [26] new articles.

**INJECT’s User-Centred Design**

The interaction design of INJECT [18] involved journalists at all stages. After semi-structured interviews with journalism experts to discover the digital tools that journalists currently use, a decision was made to implement INJECT with Google Docs. Many journalists use Google Docs instead of bespoke news content management systems for early story development because of its familiarity, flexibility and higher number of useful features. To kick-start the user-centred design, different paper-based then digital wireframes of the sidebar were developed and presented to professional journalists. Over the next 8 months, new releases of the working INJECT software were tested for their usability and effectiveness, first with journalism students who had no direct relationship to the authors [18], then with professional journalists working in UK magazines, regional Norwegian newspapers and networks of freelance journalists in the Netherlands.

**INJECT’s Sidebar: A Google Docs Add-on**

To support journalists to undertake the pain-free exploration of information and ideas that was associated with creative thinking [10], INJECT’s digital creativity support was integrated into the Google Docs editor. Google supported a research sidebar of the editor window called the Google Docs Add-on that allowed a user to start searches and browse results [31]. The team decided to deliver INJECT’s creativity support through this Add-on, referred to simply as the sidebar in this paper.

The sidebar was the pre-defined Google Docs component that appeared to the right of the editor. However, the sidebar had a fixed width (300px) and poor performance with server-side libraries. Therefore, design challenges included embedding usable and effective creativity support that called different server-side services into the sidebar. To meet the challenges, INJECT was implemented with: (A) features to generate candidate search terms directly from text already written in the larger editor window; (B) small icons with mouse hover-box descriptions, to control the sidebar; (C) mouse hover-boxes to present additional information quickly in context; (D) overlays to present more information in the sidebar space, and; (E) server-side services that preloaded news information to overcome the sidebar’s performance limitations. The designs and implementations of these 5 features were improved incrementally during the journalist-led prototyping, for example by merging control icons and reducing the number of required interactions, so that, for example, the journalist received creativity support in as little as 2 clicks.

Figure 1 shows the final design of the INJECT sidebar. The left side shows the launch setup and 4 functional areas. The first area was the news topic space – a journalist could enter terms or import them directly from the text editor to describe topics of the current news story. The second area was the strategy space – a journalist could invoke different creative search strategies using the described topics. The third, which occupied over 80% of the sidebar, was the information space. A journalist could scroll, mouse hover-over and click retrieved news information and creative sparks to discover and generate new ideas for news angles. The fourth space, fixed at the bottom of the sidebar, was the control space. The journalist could access different tabs to manage tool settings, collaborate with online communities and follow a tutorial. An example of this tutorial is shown on the right side of Figure 1. A small number of INJECT features were also implemented in a separate dialog component that would appear over the editor window. However, due to the limited functionality of that component, most features were implemented in the sidebar, so that journalists could simultaneously use it and write new articles.

**INJECT’s Creativity Support**

Imagine a fictional journalist who used the INJECT Google Docs sidebar to discover and examine creative angles for a story related to the 2017 Italian migration crisis. At any time s/he could highlight text written in the editor – in this example: *Europe’s annual summer migration crisis impacts one country more than any other – Italy* – then click the insert button on the sidebar. INJECT parsed the highlighted text to extract stemmed nouns, verbs and proper names as...
candidate topics. The journalist could then edit these nouns, verbs and proper nouns before instructing INJECT to discover possible creative angles using topics such as migration, summer, crisis and Italy, shown in the news topic space at the top of the sidebar in Figure 2.

voked a different creative strategy that searched news information sources associated with a different type of creative angle:

A. Quantifiable: discover and examine quantified information associated with the news story;
B. People: discover and examine information about people associated with the news story;
C. Causal: discover and examine information about events associated with the background of the news story;
D. Quirky: discover and examine comical information associated with the news story;
E. Ramifications: discover and examine information associated with future consequences of the news story;
F. Data visualizations: discover and examine data sets and visualizations associated with the news story.

Each of these 6 strategies codified the expertise that experienced journalists had reported to discover creative angles on news stories. To uncover and describe candidate strategies, semi-structured interviews with experienced journalists and digital experts in journalism had been held. The candidate strategies were then validated with other experienced journalists, and extended and refined [18]. Each strategy operationalized the elicited journalism expertise so that INJECT users could exploit it to discover possible creative angles on news stories.

So for example, if the fictional journalist clicked the people icon, INJECT used the selected terms to search and retrieve news information sources, extract the names of individuals from these sources and present the extracted people’s names in the sidebar, with basic information about the individual and the original news item. Figure 2 also depicts the sidebar’s information space, in which one individual, Pope Francis, is presented above the information source in which he is named. The journalist could scroll the sidebar to search the information about Pope Francis and generate new ideas for story angles from it. Other individuals presented for this search were politicians Luizim Basha and Vince Cable and philanthropist George Soros. Then, to examine a selected individual, the journalist clicked the individual’s name, and INJECT opened the dialog window with a photograph and description of the person extracted from Wikipedia sources, to stimulate more idea generation about new angles. If needed, the journalist could also request more people using the refresh button.

If the journalist clicked the causal icon, INJECT searched for and retrieved explainer-style, long-read news articles. It would present each article’s title, source and first line in the sidebar. Figure 3 depicts 2 examples of this sidebar, with an Independent newspaper article on an Amnesty International report on EU naval operations on the left side. Again, the journalist could scroll the sidebar to search presented information, generate new ideas for story angle from it, and request more information by clicking the refresh button. If s/he then clicked the article title, INJECT would open the article in the dialog window. This window then enabled the

Figure 1. The INJECT sidebar’s 4 functional areas and an example of the tutorial support available to journalists

Figure 2. The INJECT sidebar on the right side of the Docs editor, showing creativity support with the people strategy

The journalist could then instruct INJECT to discover possible creative angles using 6 pre-defined types of angle by clicking icons in the strategy space. Each of the icons in-
journalist to search each article with further keywords and view the original article online – features designed to support idea generation – and to quick-reference the article and paste highlighted text from it into the Google Docs editor – features to support more productive work.

Clicking on ramifications would have triggered INJECT to use the topic terms to provide similar support based on articles that describe possible future implications.

Moreover, for each news article in the sidebar, INJECT also presented a set of entities that were extracted automatically from the article, in colored rectangles – green for people, red for events, brown for places and blue for organizations. These entities summarized each article’s content. When the journalist positioned the mouse over each rectangle, INJECT presented a pop-up creative spark generated for that entity that codified creativity heuristics specialized to the journalism task. The creative sparks were designed to encourage the journalist to use and learn simple creativity skills. The left side of Figure 3 shows one example of these sparks: Explore recent data that is available about Syria, and build on interesting patterns in it. Other sparks in this sidebar included: Explore the future implications for Italy and how might its people be impacted, and Explore the characteristics of human rights that enhance the emotional impact. Creative sparks were also displayed if the journalist placed the cursor over an article title or individual name in the sidebar, see the right side of Figure 3. The mouse hover-over feature enabled the journalist to explore multiple pieces of creative advice generated from retrieved news information quickly, consistent with design advice in [10].

Furthermore, if the journalist clicked any colored rectangle, the sidebar displayed an interactive concept card containing a text description of the entity. The journalist could learn from and incorporate the description into his/her article. The journalist could also edit the card’s content to maintain a more personalized set of concept descriptions with which to write future articles more productively. Figure 4 shows the sidebar when the journalist clicked on the Open Europe entity. The concept card was presented in the sidebar, over the original greyed-out news content that the journalist could return to with one click.

Figure 4. An INJECT concept card with the sidebar

On the other hand, if the journalist clicked quirky, INJECT searched for and retrieved political cartoons with matching names and captions, and presented each retrieved cartoon as a thumbnail image and caption and creative spark. Clicking a cartoon thumbnail opened it in the dialog window to support further idea generation, as shown in Figure 5. If the journalist had clicked data visualizations, INJECT would provide similar support using data and information visualizations extracted from retrieved news sources.

Figure 5. Use of INJECT’s quirky strategy, showing digital cartoons in the sidebar and dialog window

In this example, our fictional journalist might have used the retrieved news information and creative sparks to generate a news story about the moral and legal conflicts between the
roles played by the Papal State and Italian Republic. The story might also include the complexities arising from the intervention of non-governmental organizations in the Mediterranean Sea.

**INJECT’s Architecture**
To deliver the described interactive digital creativity support, the INJECT tool had 3 architecture layers:

- A user interaction layer that enabled different interfaces, such as the sidebar plug-in for Google Docs;
- A data layer of 1.6 million tagged news published news stories discovered using RSS feeds from 150 news sources. The sources were selected by INJECT’s journalist team to represent political perspectives and reduce the risk of echo chambers, and a database of over 40,000 political cartoons. INJECT also accessed information from Wikipedia but did not search it, so it was not part of the data layer;
- An application layer of software services that supported journalists to generate news stories more creatively and productively: (i) the creative search service manipulated topic descriptions from the editor to generate queries then implemented the different creative search strategies; (ii) the news extraction service collected and indexed information from the 150 news sources prior to creative search; (iii) the creative sparks service generated creative sparks that were tailored to entities extracted from news information; (iv) the concept card service that allowed individual journalists to edit and maintain personalised sets of concept cards, and; (v) the persistence service that provided search session storage and retrieval capabilities. The news extraction and creative sparks services pre-generated news information content for the sidebar, to reduce the impact of the Add-on’s performance constraints.

The news extraction service collected and indexed news information using public RSS feeds to the 150 news sources and tailored machine learning and natural language processing algorithms. It uploaded this information from the feeds every 30 minutes and stored it in a PostgreSQL database as metadata, with raw article data text as strings and a URL link to the source. It removed non-news content such as navigation links and adverts. It detected and extracted the people, location organization and event entities. It applied advanced natural language parsing to determine noun and verb phrases. And it uploaded each processed news article into an external Elasticsearch Cluster.

At run-time, in response to a journalist entering topic terms and clicking one of the creative icons, the creative search service retrieved relevant news information, in two stages:

1. It automatically disambiguated each topic term by discovering its correct sense according to the online lexicon at WordNet using context knowledge from other terms in the query (e.g. that migration is a group of people migrating together in some given time period rather than a periodic passage of groups of animals from one region to another for feeding or breeding) [20, 28]. It then expanded each term with other terms that have similar meanings (e.g. the term migration with the above sense is synonymous with terms such as relocation and exodus) and included these terms in the query. The service returned an unordered set of news articles or digital cartoons that achieved a threshold match score with the expanded search terms;
2. It filtered retrieved news articles and information using the strategy associated with the clicked icon. For example, for people, the service extracted from articles the name of each individual with a Wikipedia entry. For causal, it filtered to retain matched articles with more than 500 words and a minimum threshold of keywords indicative of causal articles – terms such as cause, impact and studies – from sources such as the Economist and the New York Times. And for quantifiable, it filtered to retain articles with a minimum threshold of quantity, measure and value keywords, for example Sterling, population and actual numbers.

The creative sparks service generated the pop-up sparks for each retrieved article and entity extracted from each article. An individual creative spark associated 1 extracted entity or news article to 1 creative instruction. The sets of instructions had been manually generated from websites and blogs that teach journalists to uncover new angles on stories. One set of instructions was generated for each of the 4 types of entity that were extracted – people, events, places and organizations. Examples included: Unpick what the relevance of [Place], as opposed to somewhere else, might have on the story and; Explore the history and background of [Organization] to obtain a new perspective on your story. A total of 34 creative instructions were implemented. One set of instructions was also generated for news articles retrieved with each of the 6 creative strategies – people, causal, quirky, quantifiable, ramifications and data visualizations, and a total of 41 such instructions were implemented. Examples included: Use data types reported in this story, to generate a new angle, and: Make your angle more similar to the causal angle in this story. When invoked, the service used a randomizing function to attribute one instruction string to one entity string of the same type, then concatenated the strings to generate the spark. So, for the extracted organization Open Europe from Figure 4, INJECT might have presented a spark such as: Explore the history and background of Open Europe to obtain a new perspective on your story.

To retrieve and manage the concept cards, INJECT incorporated Explaain, a service that organized news information in forms other than in articles [8]. Each concept card normally stored one small chunk of news-related information, often similar to the length of a tweet. Phrases in each card were linked to other cards, similar to hyperlinks.
INJECT also implemented other features that were requested by journalists during the prototyping to:
- Discover news information and provide creative guidance in the languages that journalists work in, for example in Dutch and Norwegian as well as English;
- Discover information from newspaper archive sources, for example the digital archives of participating regional Norwegian newspapers.

Although the design of INJECT had involved journalists, there had been no testing of the tool in newsrooms to explore its impact on journalist work. The next section reports first evaluations of the impact of INJECT on journalist’s work using an established journalism framework.

**EVALUATING INJECT IN NEWSROOMS**

A version of INJECT that implemented the **people, causal, quantitative** and **quirky** strategies and all features reported in previous sections was used by 5 journalists to develop published news stories. Data collected after this use was analyzed to answer the following 2 research questions:

**RQ1:** Did each journalist use INJECT to discover new and useful angles on news stories?

**RQ2:** Did each journalist change how s/he developed news stories as a result of using INJECT?

**Evaluation Methods**

The INJECT version was evaluated by 5 journalists. Three of the journalists worked for 3 different regional Norwegian newspapers from the INJECT consortium and were selected by their editors. The 3 journalists were: an all-round journalist responsible for content in the online version of the newspaper, with 4 years of journalism experience; a photojournalist who produced video reports, with 2 years experience, and; a news journalist who decided the content of all newspaper versions, with 13 years experience. One of the 3 journalists had limited involvement in the earlier co-design of INJECT. The other 2 journalists who evaluated INJECT worked at the same UK newspaper that specialized in digital journalism, and were previously unconnected to the project. One was an editor with 3 years experience, and another a senior reporter with 2 years of experience. Other journalists also used INJECT, but the lack of time and resources in newsrooms that INJECT sought to alleviate also reduced the opportunities to provide evaluation feedback.

Each journalist agreed to use INJECT in his/her work and to be interviewed afterwards about this use. No other incentives were offered. After agreeing to participate, each journalist received an email with instructions to download and use the INJECT sidebar. Each was also sent links to an INJECT help website and was able to ask questions to the research team, to become familiar and competent with the tool’s features. The 3 Norwegian reporters used a Norwegian-language version of INJECT that also searched local newspaper archives, a screenshot of which is shown in Figure 6. All other INJECT capabilities were the same. When each journalist was familiar with the tool, his or her individual evaluation began. Two methods were used to collect data, depending on the amount of time that each journalist was able to commit to the evaluation.

**Figure 6. INJECT’s creativity support, in Norwegian**

The first method was simpler and used with the 3 Norwegian journalists. One semi-structured interview with each journalist was held in Norwegian after up to 4 weeks of INJECT use. The interviews asked how the journalist perceived and used the tool, and its advantages and disadvantages for discovering new news angles.

The second method was more complex and used with the 2 journalists able to commit more time. It collected two types of data from each journalist over iterations of tool use: (1) the news stories developed with INJECT’s support, and; (2) responses to structured interview questions. The researcher prepared for each interview with each journalist by first reading the news stories and adapting the questions, which were derived from Shapiro’s assessment framework for the practice of journalism [26]. The framework defined 5 faculties of good journalism: discovery, examination, interpretation, style and presentation. INJECT was intended to support the discovery and examination faculties. Discovering was the faculty of deciding what to say, and uncovering the news angle from information sources. Examining was the faculty of testing facts from information sources for their verifiability and coherence. The interview questions were derived from quality-related attributes associated with these 2 faculties. To elicit evidence about discovering, the interviewer asked questions about INJECT’s influence to: (a) select the stance to investigate the topic; (b) overcome journalist topic biases and interests, in order to achieve pragmatic objectivity; (c) ensure social importance, to leave society in a better place than before with more socially important stories, and; (d) be ambitious in the methods used by the journalist [26]. To elicit evidence about examining, the interviewer asked questions about: (e) use of rigorous efforts to ensure accuracy, and how INJECT use might have increased rigor and accuracy, and; (f) being undaunted in the research to shed new light on complex subjects [26].

**First Evaluation Results**

The one-off semi-structured interviews with the 3 journalists at the 3 Norwegian newspapers revealed that INJECT was used to support the development of 5 published news stories – 3 by 1 journalist and 1 each by the other 2. All 3
journalists used INJECT to develop stories that were assigned to them after editorial meetings. All also reported minor usability problems, such as unclear meaning of the sidebar’s 6 creative search icons, and the unnecessary clicks needed to change INJECT’s creative search from strict to relaxed. However, none of these problems impeded the journalist’s use of INJECT.

All 3 journalists reported that INJECT use supported them to discover new news angles, at the time that stories needed to be written, and to include more background information in their stories using the quantifiable strategy. INJECT use was reported to be more effective for discovering new angles on longer feature stories that required evidence, numbers and facts, rather than on shorter news stories that reported facts. This decision to use INJECT for occasional feature stories explained the low number of articles that were written with INJECT’s support. In addition the 3 journalists also reported that INJECT use supported the discovery of information from their own newspaper archives – information that each already should have remembered. And all 3 reported that writing stories more effectively with angles that were generated by themselves, which INJECT supported them to do, rather than with automatically generated angles that the tool recommended to them.

The new ideas and angles on the news stories were discovered by all 3 journalists using INJECT quickly, often in less than 3 minutes for each story. The journalists then switched to other tools, such as Google search, to retrieve more detailed information with which to complete the story.

No direct disadvantages of INJECT use were reported, but the journalists expressed reservations about some of its design. The journalists requested more explanation of the creative search service algorithms and news information that they retrieved. None claimed to use the creative sparks, and 1 journalist asked for the sparks to be presented in different forms, to standout from other information in the sidebar. One journalist also asked for digital reminders of other established journalism angles, such as to think about the economic angle on a story. Other reported new requirements were integration into the newspaper’s content management systems, and a critical mass of 4-5 journalists who would use INJECT regularly in each newsroom, to maintain enthusiasm for and training and support to use the tool.

To summarize, the semi-structured interviews revealed that journalists did use INJECT to discover new angles on news features before these features were written, often quickly, before using other digital tools to complete the stories. A critical mass of journalists using INJECT in newsrooms was requested to support ongoing use of the tool. However, the interviews revealed little about how the individual journalists changed their behaviour as a result of using INJECT.

Second Evaluation Results
A total of 4 interviews took place. The editor and senior reported that 4 published news stories were written with support from INJECT, and other stories had been prepared with use of the tool. The senior reporter claimed that the permanent presence of INJECT’s sidebar changed how she wrote the news stories. This presence led her to use its features after writing each paragraph rather than the end of the story – a change that she believed decreased the chances of omissions from stories. She also reported that she perceived INJECT’s strategies as alternative forms of journalism’s 5 Ws (who, what, where, when and why) that constituted a formula for developing a complete news story on a subject, and that INJECT’s quirky and ramifications strategies extended this formula in new directions. The editor reported using the creative search icons from left-to-right on the sidebar, in order to structure her exploration of new angles with INJECT.

The timing of INJECT use impacted on its effectiveness. At first, the editor and senior reporter used INJECT only after having developed the structure and some of the text of their stories, equivalent to the senior reporter’s use of Google search, and both were disappointed by the wide range of the articles presented by INJECT. Later in the evaluation period, both used INJECT earlier: the editor used it during the research stage of a new article on copyright law, to investigate different topics entered into the sidebar. She reported that the information was still “vague . . . gave me articles that were not quite what she was looking for”, although while this information did not change the overall direction of the article, it did guide her to incorporate new voices into it. The senior reporter used INJECT to research of a new story about news fact-checking, and made use of its quantifiable and causal strategies to explore new angles.

In both interviews, the editor reported that INJECT use led her to discover articles that informed her stories from beyond her usual news sources. Examples of these new news sources were Wired magazine, Guardian newspaper, blogs, digital cartoons and other newspapers about the topic but from 4-5 months earlier. INJECT’s use appeared to overcome some of her biases arising from sources used. In particular she reported that news information retrieved with the people strategy led her to introduce new voices from alternative sources into the article about copyright law. She also reported that one creative spark – “think about the opponents of [Person], and how the story evolves from their perspective – directed her research in that direction and to generate new content to the article. On reflection, the senior reporter claimed that INJECT’s less directed searches had the potential to develop new stories with greater social importance, saying: “it is a very good tool for inspiration”. To this end she used the people strategy to develop one story from the perspective of people who were impacted by fake news, rather than from the data sources that she usually used. She highlighted the potential of the ramifications strategy to encourage her to explore more about the consequences of events, rather than just report the events themselves.
The senior reporter stated that INJECT had the potential to increase the boldness of her journalism methods by recommending new angles on her own already-implemented stories. These new angles guided her to re-purpose and publish new versions of these stories, which was a new direction for her journalism. The editor reported that INJECT also had the potential to increase the boldness of her journalism, in part due to the authority that she attributed to news stories retrieved by the INJECT tool compared with her searches of social media sources. She also claimed that the creative sparks had the potential to increase the social importance of her stories, because some of the sparks led her to generate new ideas about other socially relevant organizations.

INJECT’s creative search strategies were reported to have changed the behaviour of both journalists, albeit less directly than had been designed for. For example, the existence of the people and quirky strategies made the editor more aware of these types of angle: “it made me search a bit on the individual and the quirky side. Cos I think that I wouldn’t have thought to look for cartoons...”. And the senior reporter claimed that the presence of INJECT’s quantifiable and ramifications strategies reminded her to think more about the accuracy and the future implications of her stories, both with and without INJECT.

The editor reported that, on reflection, she understood better INJECT’s purpose and potential benefits to her work. These benefits included greater support for writing feature stories, use of creative sparks to direct her to think of more people, and to be more ambitious in both her stories and investigative methods. About the creative sparks, the editor said: “some of them are very, very specific, and some are a bit more broad, so in that sense it could potentially give you a bit of a push. So if you are writing a story and you’re not sure on the angle, and if you should include this or this person in it, then if you go to the prompts, then some of them might resonate, so yes...”.

Neither journalist reported strong evidence that INJECT supported examining news information that was retrieved, but the senior reporter said that her use of the quantifiable strategy did provide her with some data and evidence that supported the examining faculty. However, the editor stated that INJECT was not an effective tool for fact checking.

CONCLUSION, DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper reports the design and first evaluations of new digital support for journalists to discover creative angles on news stories. The digital support integrated natural language processing, creative search and interactive recommendation technologies. It codified the expertise of experienced journalists to retrieve news information and direct idea generation, consistent with human-centred creative cognition [15]. The support was delivered to journalists as a visible sidebar of a text editor. Data was collected from 5 journalists to answer 2 research questions:

RQ1: All of the journalists discovered new and useful angles on stories written with INJECT’s support, often quickly, however many of these angles extended existing storylines rather than developed new ones;

RQ2: Some changed how they developed news stories as a result of using INJECT, and the presence and structure of the INJECT sidebar in the editor window impacted on the behaviour of at least some of the journalists.

As such, journalist use of INJECT was effective, but not to the degree that the tool was designed to support. Journalist use of INJECT also provided more effective support for writing feature stories rather than news stories, although this finding might have been influenced by INJECT’s data layer, which was only composed of past news rather than current social media information. However, writing feature stories will still require journalists to exhibit more creative thinking than during the evaluations, by applying more creativity skills when using INJECT than was reported.

Results revealed that use of INJECT offered more support to journalists when discovering rather than examining [26]. It appeared to contribute to journalists being more ambitious and to overcome biases by retrieving topic information from alternative news sources and discovering new stances from which to investigate news topics. However, this support for discovering also led journalists to compare INJECT, sometimes unfavorably, to Google search, a comparison reinforced by some of the journalists using Google search after INJECT to seek more information on new angles. At least some of the journalists might have expected INJECT to discover the information that was needed, rather than just to offer creative support with this information, as INJECT was designed to do. Although subsequent versions of INJECT now embed Google search to support journalists, to help to distinguish between discovering a new angle with INJECT capabilities and retrieving more information afterwards, journalists will still need to apply more creativity skills to exploit INJECT’s capabilities effectively. The reported uses of INJECT did not appear to deliver and/or encourage sufficient use of these skills.

Results also revealed that use of INJECT supported some of the journalists to recognize known news information at the time that news stories are being written. Indeed, different news organizations have identified the potential of INJECT to unlock their own news archives for creative use, to enhance productivity as well as creativity, but only if INJECT can support journalists to recognize [5] related news quickly when writing stories. New recommendation features will be needed to support such recognition.

Of course, many threats to the validity of these first evaluation results exist. Although more journalists used INJECT, only 5 provided structured feedback for the evaluation, and their verbal reports were not triangulated with INJECT usage log data. The journalists worked for regional and specialist newspapers rather than other types, and did not use
INJECT support for most of their news stories. The regional newspapers were members of the project consortium and their journalist’s responses might have biased, due to pressure from management and/or loyalty. And there has been no systematic evaluation of the creativity, i.e. novelty and value of the news stories generated with INJECT’s support. Therefore, the results need to be interpreted cautiously, and more systematic evaluations of INJECT with larger numbers of journalists for longer periods will be needed to draw firmer conclusions about the tool’s effectiveness.

Journalists will need to demonstrate more creativity skills to exploit INJECT effectively. Some of the journalists in the evaluation expressed a preference to write stories based on ideas generated themselves rather than ones recommended by INJECT – a preference can be interpreted as motivation to be more creative and to develop and apply creativity skills. However, development of the skills remains a challenge in newsrooms with conservative attitudes [7], especially in the face of new fears over automation that INJECT itself might exacerbate. For example, the tool could be extended to collect data about the dates and times that readers access stories generated with different INJECT angles, to automate the writing of stories with different angles to be read at different times. Therefore, although future versions of INJECT will include more directed creativity support, digital tools alone will not provide the missing creativity skills. One alternative to explore with newsrooms is upfront journalist training in creativity techniques that align with INJECT’s capabilities. One example of these techniques is SCAMPER [22], which guides problem solvers to examine solutions from different perspectives such as combining, eliminating and reversing, and is a simplified form of INJECT’s creative sparks. Another example is Hall of Fame [22], a technique that guides problem solvers to examine solutions from the perspective of different well-known people – who could be iconic journalists. We hope to report on the use of these techniques and INJECT together in the near future.

Another possible way to develop and apply creativity skills is to develop a critical mass of journalists using INJECT in each newsroom, as some of the journalists in the evaluations reported. It is long established that during idea generation and evaluation activities, cooperation can lead to more creative ideas and better solutions (e.g. [32]), and cooperation between 4-5 journalists has the potential to support the development and use of different creativity skills. When journalists used INJECT also appeared to influence the effectiveness of the tool. Therefore, to encourage earlier use of INJECT and the new creativity skills of journalists, we will seek to embed this use into newsroom workflows, for example for short periods after editorial meetings and prior to writing news stories.

Another emerging challenge was to design complex interactions that inputted to and received outputs from sophisticated algorithms that produced unpredictable outcomes. Artificial intelligence has been framed as a new design material that required interactions that were transparent, opaque and offer shared control [12], and journalists both in the evaluations and elsewhere requested transparent creative search algorithms to explain the retrieved news information. However, INJECT’s designers also believed that these algorithms still needed to be opaque, in order to retrieve information that was surprising and hence creative to users. Therefore, future work will refine INJECT’s interactions to offer different degrees of support related to the user’s familiarity with the tool, for example to offer greater transparency and shared control to less experienced users, and to increase the opaqueness for more experienced ones.

Other new INJECT features have already been implemented. These features include more news and new social media information sources added to the data layer, contextualized explanations of information retrieved by INJECT, new uses of the creative sparks, and new versions of INJECT for the InCopy TinyMCE text editors. Future uses of these new INJECT versions by critical numbers of journalists in newsrooms will enable the research team to investigate broader research questions about changing journalism practices. For example, future versions of INJECT will invoke fact-checkers to detect possible fake news information. However, if journalists do develop and use new creativity skills with INJECT, the resulting creative thinking might also increase their reflexivity with which to detect fake news sources. More broadly, use of new digital tools such as INJECT have the potential to increase conflicts in newsrooms [7], with journalists who resist the adoption of these new tools, and with managers who impose the new tools in order to increase newsroom creativity and productivity. Moreover, as newsroom resources reduce further, uses of more intelligent tools such as INJECT risk substituting rather than supplementing key journalism tasks such as face-to-face interviewing. Therefore, the use of new digital tools to increase journalist creativity cannot be separated from wider socio-political challenges that newsrooms face. The rollout of INJECT in new newsrooms will be a vehicle to investigate emerging challenges and trade-offs that will we anticipate will arise.
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